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My vision of the 
future…
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Today, we will discuss:

 Audience research

 Healthy Vision Month 2019 campaign

 “See What I See” virtual reality (VR) app
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Outline



Audience Research



NEI conducted an environmental and literature scan to:

 Glean insights about young adults’ eye health and preventive behaviors

 Gain a broader understanding of existing campaigns and programs

These findings gave us insight on how to approach the formative research we 

conducted with young adults. 
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Environmental and Literature Scan



 NEI conducted 12 focus groups with 87 participants ages 25 to 35 to answer 

research questions about young adults and eye health. 

• Beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions about their vision and eye health

• Relevant and effective messages and products that motivated young adults 

to take preventive measures
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Focus Groups
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Click to insert footer text. 

Focus Groups



In general, participants:

 Admitted they take their vision for granted

 Believed vision loss is “inevitable” and “natural” 

 Knew little about eye health or how to preserve vision

 Had an “if it isn’t broke, don’t fix it” mentality towards seeing an eye doctor
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Research Highlights



 Strategically collaborate with key stakeholders to successfully reach young 

adults and improve their understanding of eye health and healthy eye behaviors

 Frame eye health messages to help young adults understand their risk for vision 

loss

 Promote understanding of eye health and recognition of vision as a health 

priority

 Encourage young adults to take preventive measures to protect their vision
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Future Considerations



Healthy Vision Month 2019 
Campaign
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 This year’s campaign theme was My vision of the future

 The primary target audience was young adults ages 25 to 35

 Secondary audiences included public health organizations and professionals, eye 

health and eye care organizations and professionals, and participating HVM 

partners 

Campaign Strategy
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Key Campaign Messages
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NEI used several tactics to promote the HVM campaign:

 HVM webpages

 Promotional partner toolkit

 #MyVisionMyFuture user-generated social media campaign

 Social media influencers

 Partner collaborations

Campaign Activities and Tactics
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User‐Generated Campaign (#MyVisionMyFuture)
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Campaign Highlights
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 Create more videos to promote healthy vision and eye health

 Leverage Instagram to reach younger audiences

 Continue to disseminate eye health messages through social media influencers

 Partner with organizations that cater to younger audiences

Future Considerations



“See What I See” VR Application
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1. NEI New Audiences Research Findings

 Many people, particularly young adults, don’t spend much time thinking about 

their eye health1

 Vision loss is difficult to describe in words — and it’s hard to imagine how your 

daily life might change if you lose your sight

 VR presents an opportunity to show someone what it might be like to live with 

visual impairment from eye diseases

Background
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To develop a VR product that will allow NEI’s audiences to better understand the 

experience of living with different eye diseases by:

 Building empathy for people with vision loss due to eye disease

 Motivating people to think about their own eye health

Project Goals
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 Show people what vision loss from common eye diseases can be like

 Educate people about eye diseases in an approachable and reasonably accurate 

way

 Create an app that both general and professional audiences find useful and 

interesting 

Project Priorities
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“See What I See” App

 Fully-immersive VR app for HTC Vive interactive 

headsets and Google Cardboard

 Shows users what it might be like to live with 

common eye diseases: Cataract and AMD

 360-degree view with precise controller and 

headset tracking

 Realistic settings: grocery store and city street
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Age‐Related Macular Degeneration (AMD)
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The user feedback and testing results were 

overwhelmingly positive! Suggestions included:

 Expand the app to include more eye disease 

overlays and scene options

 Explore building in a severity scale to allow 

users to “dial up” or “dial down” the condition 

severity

User Feedback and Testing Results



Educational and empathy-building tools, like the “See What I See” app can help:

 Educate eye health professionals 

 Explain diagnoses to caregivers

 Encourage preventive behaviors in at-risk populations

This app is just one promising application of the educational potential of VR and other 

multimedia applications in the eye care world.

Future Considerations
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Closing Remarks
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 Young adults present the unique opportunity to reach consumers at a time when 

they can take steps to prevent vision loss and preserve their sight as they age 

 NEI is reaching young adults with eye health messages using research-based 

tactics, like the Healthy Vision Month 2019 campaign and the “See What I See” 

VR app

Summary
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